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Introduction

J

oy to the world, the Lord is come, let Earth receive her King!
Let every heart, prepare him room, and heaven and nature
sing!” So sings the grand old Christmas carol, with the implication that now, with the coming of Jesus into our world and
our lives, things are going to be really different. And that theme is
sustained through the ages up to the present. No knowledgeable
person can think anything else. Transformation into goodness is
what the “Good News” is all about . . . isn’t it?
But there is a great deal of disappointment expressed today
about the character and the effects of Christian people, about
Christian institutions, and—at least by implication—about the
Christian faith and understanding of reality. Most of the disappointment comes from Christians themselves, who ﬁnd that what
they profess “just isn’t working”—not for themselves nor, so far
as they can see, for those around them. What they have found, at
least, does not “exceed all expectations,” as the standard evaluation form says. “Disappointment” books form a subcategory of
Christian publishing. Self-ﬂagellation has not disappeared from
the Christian repertoire.
But the disappointment also comes from those who merely
stand apart from “visible” Christianity (perhaps they have no real
knowledge of the situation, or have just “had enough”), as well as
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from those who openly oppose it. These people often beat Christians with their own stick, criticizing them in terms that Jesus himself provides. There is an obvious Great Disparity between, on the
one hand, the hope for life expressed in Jesus—found real in the
Bible and in many shining examples from among his followers—
and, on the other hand, the actual day-to-day behavior, inner life,
and social presence of most of those who now profess adherence
to him.
The question must arise: Why the Great Disparity? Is it caused
by something built into the very nature of Jesus and what he taught
and brought to humankind? Or is it the result of inessential factors
that attach themselves to Christian institutions and people as they
journey through time? Are we in a period when both rank-and-ﬁle
Christians and most of their leaders have, for some reason, missed
the main point?
If your neighbor is having trouble with his automobile, you
might think he just got a lemon. And you might be right. But if
you found that he was supplementing his gasoline with a quart
of water now and then, you would not blame the car or its maker
for it not running, or for running in ﬁts and starts. You would say
that the car was not built to work under the conditions imposed
by the owner. And you would certainly advise him to put only the
appropriate kind of fuel in the tank. After some restorative work,
perhaps the car would then run ﬁne.
We must approach current disappointments about the walk
with Christ in a similar way. It too is not meant to run on just
anything you may give it. If it doesn’t work at all, or only in ﬁts and
starts, that is because we do not give ourselves to it in a way that allows our lives to be taken over by it. Perhaps we have never been told
what to do. We are misinformed about “our part” in eternal living.
Or we have just learned the “faith and practice” of some group we
have fallen in with, not that of Jesus himself. Or maybe we have
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heard something that is right-on with Jesus himself, but misunderstood it (a dilemma that tends to produce good Pharisees or
“legalists,” which is a really hard life.) Or perhaps we thought the
“Way” we have heard of seemed too costly and we have tried to
economize (supplying a quart of moralistic or religious “water”
now and then).
Now we know that the “car” of Christianity can run, and run
gloriously, in every kind of external circumstance. We have seen
it—or at least, anyone who wishes to can see it—merely by looking, past the caricatures and partial presentations, at Jesus himself
and at the many manifestations of him in events and personalities throughout history and in our world today. He is, simply, the
brightest spot in the human scene. There is no real competition.
Even anti-Christians judge and condemn Christians in terms of Jesus and what he said. He is not really hidden. But for all his manifest
presence in our world, he must be sought. That is part of his plan,
and for our beneﬁt. If we do seek him, he will certainly ﬁnd us, and
then we, ever more deeply, ﬁnd him. That is the blessed existence
of the disciple of Jesus who continuously “grows in the grace and
knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 3:18).
But just there is the problem. Who, among Christians today, is
a disciple of Jesus, in any substantive sense of the word “disciple”?
A disciple is a learner, a student, an apprentice—a practitioner,
even if only a beginner. The New Testament literature, which must
be allowed to deﬁne our terms if we are ever to get our bearings in
the Way with Christ, makes this clear. In that context, disciples of
Jesus are people who do not just profess certain views as their own
but apply their growing understanding of life in the Kingdom of
the Heavens to every aspect of their life on earth.
In contrast, the governing assumption today, among professing Christians, is that we can be “Christians” forever and never
become disciples. Not even in heaven, it seems, for who would
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need it there? That is the accepted teaching now. Check it out
wherever you are. And this (with its various consequences) is the
Great Omission from the “Great Commission” in which the Great
Disparity is ﬁrmly rooted. As long as the Great Omission is permitted or sustained, the Great Disparity will ﬂourish—in individual
lives as well as in Christian groups and movements. Conversely,
if we cut the root in the Great Omission, the Great Disparity will
wither, as it has repeatedly done in times past. No need to ﬁght it.
Just stop feeding it.
Jesus told us explicitly what to do. We have a manual, just like
the car owner. He told us, as disciples, to make disciples. Not converts to Christianity, nor to some particular “faith and practice.”
He did not tell us to arrange for people to “get in” or “make the
cut” after they die, nor to eliminate the various brutal forms of injustice, nor to produce and maintain “successful” churches. These
are all good things, and he had something to say about all of them.
They will certainly happen if—but only if—we are (his constant
apprentices) and do (make constant apprentices) what he told us
to be and do. If we just do this, it will little matter what else we do
or do not do.
Once we who are disciples have assisted others with becoming
disciples (of Jesus, not of us), we can gather them, in ordinary life
situations, under the supernatural Trinitarian Presence, forming a
new kind of social unit never before seen on earth. These disciples
are his “called-out” ones, his ecclesia. Their “walk” is already “in
heaven” (Philippians 3:20), because heaven is in action where they
are (Ephesians 2:6). Now it is these people who can be taught “to
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you.” In becoming
his students or apprentices, they have agreed to be taught, and the
resources are available, so they can methodically go about doing it.
This reliably yields the life that proves to “exceed all expectations.”
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Jesus put it this way to his little group of immediate followers:
“I have been given say over all things in heaven and in the earth.
As you go, therefore, make disciples of all kinds of people, submerge them in Trinitarian Presence, and show them how to do
everything I have commanded. And now look: I am with you every
minute until the job is done” (Matthew 28:18–20). We see in world
history the results of a small number of his disciples simply doing
what he said, with no “Omission.”
People in Western churches, and especially in North America,
usually assume without thinking that the Great Commission of
Jesus is something to be carried out in other countries. This is
caused in part by the use of “nations” to translate ����, when a
better translation might be our contemporary “ethnic groups,” or
just “people of every kind.” But this leads in practice to not treating
“our kind of people” as the ones to be led into discipleship to Jesus.
Some actually think that “we” don’t need it, because we are basically right to begin with. But in fact the primary mission ﬁeld for
the Great Commission today is made up of the churches in Europe
and North America. That is where the Great Disparity is most visible, and from where it threatens to spread to the rest of the world.
Our responsibility is to implement the Great Commission right
where we are, not just to raise efforts to do it elsewhere. And if we
don’t, it won’t even be implemented “over there.”
It is a tragic error to think that Jesus was telling us, as he left,
to start churches, as that is understood today. From time to time
starting a church may be appropriate. But his aim for us is much
greater than that. He wants us to establish “beachheads” or bases
of operation for the Kingdom of God wherever we are. In this
way God’s promise to Abraham—that in him and in his seed all
peoples of the earth would be blessed (Genesis 12:3)—is carried
forward toward its realization. The outward effect of this life in
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Christ is perpetual moral revolution, until the purpose of humanity
on earth is completed.
This vision of the meaning of world history is explained in detail in the general introduction to the Renovaré Spiritual Formation Bible (2005). As disciples of Jesus, we today are a part of God’s
world project. But realization of that project, it must never be forgotten, is the effect, not the life itself. The mission naturally ﬂows
from the life. It is not an afterthought, or something we might
overlook or omit as we live the life. The eternal life, from which
many profound and glorious effects ﬂow, is interactive relationship
with God and with his special Son, Jesus, within the abiding ambience of the Holy Spirit. Eternal life is the Kingdom Walk, where, in
seamless unity, we “Do justice, love kindness, and walk carefully
with our God” (Micah 6:8). We learn to walk this way through apprenticeship to Jesus. His school is always in session
We need to emphasize that the Great Omission from the Great
Commission is not obedience to Christ, but discipleship, apprenticeship, to him. Through discipleship, obedience will take care of
itself, and we will also escape the snares of judgmentalism and legalism, whether directed toward ourselves or toward others.
Now, some might be shocked to hear that what the “church”—
the disciples gathered—really needs is not more people, more
money, better buildings or programs, more education, or more
prestige. Christ’s gathered people, the church, has always been at
its best when it had little or none of these. All it needs to fulﬁll
Christ’s purposes on earth is the quality of life he makes real in the
life of his disciples. Given that quality, the church will prosper from
everything that comes its way as it makes clear and available on
earth the “life that is life indeed.” There will always be many battles
to ﬁght, but the brooding presence of the Great Disparity, and the
illusion that it is all that Christ has to offer humanity, will not be
one of them.
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So the greatest issue facing the world today, with all its heartbreaking needs, is whether those who, by profession or culture, are
identiﬁed as “Christians” will become disciples— students, apprentices, practitioners—of Jesus Christ, steadily learning from him how
to live the life of the Kingdom of the Heavens into every corner
of human existence. Will they break out of the churches to be his
Church—to be, without human force or violence, his mighty force
for good on earth, drawing the churches after them toward the eternal purposes of God? And, on its own scale, there is no greater issue
facing the individual human being, Christian or not.

Can anything be said to help us make the transitions into and
within discipleship to Jesus Christ? The pages that follow contain
several previously published articles and addresses on discipleship,
spiritual disciplines, and spiritual growth and formation. They are
now almost impossible for the ordinary person to ﬁnd, but some
have thought that there is a real need for them to be available. Some
of the selections have been revised in minor ways, but they are all
presented here substantially as they were originally published or
given. There is some small degree of repetition, since they are “occasional” pieces, and some variations of style. Some are explicitly
addressed to ministers, but the principles in them apply to everyone. I hope this will not prove to be a distraction. I have attached a
ﬁnal “Parting Word” in which I try to emphasize the simplicity of
the “next steps” that can orient individuals and groups for action.
What Jesus expects us to do is not complicated or obscure. In
some cases, it will require that we change what we have been doing. But the Great Commission—his plan for spiritual formation,
“church growth,” and world service—is pretty obvious. Let’s just
do it. He will provide all the teaching and support we need. Remember, “when all else fails, follow the instructions.”

CHAPTER 1

Discipleship
For Super Christians Only?

T

he word “disciple” occurs 269 times in the New Testament. “Christian” is found three times and was ﬁrst
introduced to refer precisely to disciples of Jesus—in a
situation where it was no longer possible to regard them as a sect
of the Jews (Acts 11:26). The New Testament is a book about disciples, by disciples, and for disciples of Jesus Christ.
But the point is not merely verbal. What is more important
is that the kind of life we see in the earliest church is that of a
special type of person. All of the assurances and beneﬁts offered
to humankind in the gospel evidently presuppose such a life and
do not make realistic sense apart from it. The disciple of Jesus is
not the deluxe or heavy-duty model of the Christian—especially
padded, textured, streamlined, and empowered for the fast lane
on the straight and narrow way. He or she stands on the pages of
the New Testament as the ﬁrst level of basic transportation in the
Kingdom of God.
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Undiscipled Disciples
For at least several decades the churches of the Western world have
not made discipleship a condition of being a Christian. One is not
required to be, or to intend to be, a disciple in order to become
a Christian, and one may remain a Christian without any signs
of progress toward or in discipleship. Contemporary American
churches in particular do not require following Christ in his example, spirit, and teachings as a condition of membership—either of
entering into or continuing in fellowship of a denomination or local church. I would be glad to learn of any exception to this claim,
but it would only serve to highlight its general validity and make
the general rule more glaring. So far as the visible Christian institutions of our day are concerned, discipleship clearly is optional.
That, of course, is no secret. The best of current literature on
discipleship either states outright or assumes that the Christian may
not be a disciple at all—even after a lifetime as a church member.
A widely used book, The Lost Art of Disciple Making, presents the
Christian life on three possible levels: the convert, the disciple, and
the worker. There is a process for bringing persons to each level, it
states. Evangelizing produces converts, establishing or “follow-up”
produces disciples, and equipping produces workers. Disciples and
workers are said to be able to renew the cycle by evangelizing, while
only workers can make disciples through follow-up.
The picture of “church life” presented by this book conforms
generally to American Christian practice. But does that model not
make discipleship something entirely optional? Clearly it does, just
as whether the disciple will become a “worker” is an option. Vast
numbers of converts today thus exercise the options permitted by
the message they hear: they choose not to become—or at least do
not choose to become—disciples of Jesus Christ. Churches are
ﬁlled with “undiscipled disciples,” as Jess Moody has called them.
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Of course there is in reality no such thing. Most problems in contemporary churches can be explained by the fact that members
have never decided to follow Christ.
In this situation, little good results from insisting that Christ
is also supposed to be Lord. To present his Lordship as an option
leaves it squarely in the category of the special wheels, tires, and
stereo equipment. You can do without it. And it is—alas!—far
from clear what you would do with it. Obedience and training in
obedience form no intelligible doctrinal or practical unity with the
“salvation” presented in recent versions of the gospel.

Great Omissions from the Great Commission
A different model of life was instituted in the “Great Commission”
Jesus left for his people. The ﬁrst goal he set for the early church
was to use his all-encompassing power and authority to make disciples without regard to ethnic distinctions—from all “nations”
(Matthew 28:19). That made clear a world-historical project and
set aside his earlier strategic directive to go only to “the lost sheep
of the house of Israel” (Matthew 10:6). Having made disciples,
these alone were to be baptized into the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Given this twofold preparation,
they were then to be taught to treasure and keep “all things whatsoever I have commanded you” (Matthew 28:20). The Christian
church of the ﬁrst centuries resulted from following this plan for
church growth—a result hard to improve upon.
But in place of Christ’s plan, historical drift has substituted
“Make converts (to a particular ‘faith and practice’) and baptize
them into church membership.” This causes two great omissions
from the Great Commission to stand out. Most important, we
start by omitting the making of disciples and enrolling people as
Christ’s students, when we should let all else wait for that. Then
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we also omit, of necessity, the step of taking our converts through
training that will bring them ever-increasingly to do what Jesus
directed.
These two great omissions are connected in practice into one
whole. Not having made our converts disciples, it is impossible
for us to teach them how to live as Christ lived and taught (Luke
14:26). That was not a part of the package, not what they converted
to. When confronted with the example and teachings of Christ,
the response today is less one of rebellion or rejection than one of
puzzlement: How do we relate to these? What have they to do with
us? Isn’t this bait and switch?

Discipleship Then
When Jesus walked among humankind there was a certain simplicity to being his disciple. Primarily it meant to go with him, in
an attitude of observation, study, obedience, and imitation. There
were no correspondence courses. One knew what to do and what it
would cost. Simon Peter exclaimed, “Look, we have left everything
and followed you” (Mark 10:28). Family and occupations were deserted for long periods to go with Jesus as he walked from place
to place announcing, showing, and explaining the here-and-now
governance or action of God. Disciples had to be with him to learn
how to do what he did.
Imagine doing that today. How would family members, employers, and co-workers react to such abandonment? Probably
they would conclude that we did not much care for them, or even
for ourselves. Did not Zebedee think this as he watched his two
sons desert the family business to keep company with Jesus (Mark
1:20)? Ask any father in a similar situation. So when Jesus observed
that one must forsake the dearest things—family, “all that he hath,”
and “his own life also” (Luke 14:26, 33)—insofar as that was nec-
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essary to accompany him, he stated a simple fact: it was the only
possible doorway to discipleship.

Discipleship Now
Though costly, discipleship once had a very clear, straightforward
meaning. The mechanics are not the same today. We cannot literally be with him in the same way as his ﬁrst disciples could. But
the priorities and intentions—the heart or inner attitudes—of
disciples are forever the same. In the heart of a disciple there is
a desire, and there is a decision or settled intent. Having come to
some understanding of what it means, and thus having “counted
up the costs,” the disciple of Christ desires above all else to be like
him. Thus, “it is enough for the disciple to be like the teacher”
(Matthew 10:25). And moreover, “everyone who is fully qualiﬁed
will be like the teacher” (Luke 6:40).
Given this desire, usually produced by the lives and words of
those already in the Way, there is still a decision to be made: the
decision to devote oneself to becoming like Christ. The disciple is
one who, intent upon becoming Christ-like and so dwelling in his
“faith and practice,” systematically and progressively rearranges his
affairs to that end. By these decisions and actions, even today, one
enrolls in Christ’s training, becomes his pupil or disciple. There is
no other way. We must keep this in mind should we, as disciples,
decide to make disciples.
In contrast, the nondisciple, whether inside or outside the
church, has something “more important” to do or undertake
than to become like Jesus Christ. He or she has “bought a piece of
ground,” perhaps, or even ﬁve yoke of oxen, or has taken a spouse
(Luke 14:18, 19). Such lame excuses only reveal that something
on that dreary list of security, reputation, wealth, power, sensual
indulgence, or mere distraction and numbness, still retains his or
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her ultimate allegiance. Or if someone has seen through these, he
or she may not know the alternative—not know, especially, that it
is possible to live under the care and governance of God, working
and living with Him as Jesus did, always “seeking ﬁrst the kingdom
of God and his righteousness.”
A mind cluttered by excuses may make a mystery of discipleship, or it may see it as something to be dreaded. But there is no
mystery about desiring and intending to be like someone—that is
a very common thing. And if we really do intend to be like Christ,
that will be obvious to every thoughtful person around us, as well
as to ourselves. Of course, attitudes that deﬁne the disciple cannot be realized today by leaving family and business to accompany
Jesus on his travels about the countryside. But discipleship can be
made concrete by actively learning how to love our enemies, bless
those who curse us, walk the second mile with an oppressor—in
general, living out the gracious inward transformations of faith,
hope, and love. Such acts—carried out by the disciplined person
with manifest grace, peace, and joy—make discipleship no less tangible and shocking today than were those desertions of long ago.
Anyone who will enter into the Way can verify this, and he or she
will at the same time prove that discipleship is far from dreadful.

The Cost of Nondiscipleship
In 1937 Dietrich Bonhoeffer gave the world his book The Cost of
Discipleship.1 It was a masterful attack on “easy Christianity” or
“cheap grace,” in the context of mid-twentieth-century Europe
and America. But it did not succeed in setting aside—perhaps it
even enforced—the view of discipleship as a costly spiritual excess,
and only for those especially driven or called to it. It was right
and good of Bonhoeffer to point out that one cannot be a disciple of Christ without forfeiting things normally sought in human
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life, and that one who pays little in the world’s coinage to bear his
name has reason to wonder where he or she stands with God. But
the cost of nondiscipleship is far greater—even when this life alone
is considered—than the price paid to walk with Jesus, constantly
learning from him.
Nondiscipleship costs abiding peace, a life penetrated throughout by love, faith that sees everything in the light of God’s overriding governance for good, hopefulness that stands ﬁrm in the
most discouraging of circumstances, power to do what is right and
withstand the forces of evil. In short, nondiscipleship costs you
exactly that abundance of life Jesus said he came to bring (John
10:10). The cross-shaped yoke of Christ is after all an instrument
of liberation and power to those who live in it with him and learn
the meekness and lowliness of heart that brings rest to the soul.

“Follow Me. I’m Found!”
Leo Tolstoy wrote that “man’s whole life is a continual contradiction of what he knows to be his duty. In every department of life he
acts in deﬁant opposition to the dictates of his conscience and his
common sense.”2 In our age of bumper-sticker communications,
some clever entrepreneur has devised a frame for the rear license
plate that advises, “Don’t follow me. I’m lost.” It has had amazingly
wide use, possibly because it touches with a little humor upon the
universal failure referred to by Tolstoy. This failure causes a pervasive and profound hopelessness and sense of worthlessness: a
sense that I could never stand in my world as a salty, light-giving
example, showing people the Way of Life. Jesus’s description of savorless salt sadly serves well to characterize how we feel about ourselves: “no longer good for anything, but [to be] thrown out and
trampled under foot” (Matthew 5:13), and not even ﬁt to mollify a
manure pile (Luke 14:35).
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A common saying expresses the same attitude: “Don’t do as
I do, do as I say” (more laughs?). Jesus said of certain religious
leaders—the scribes and Pharisees—of his day, “Do whatever they
teach you and follow it; but do not do as they do, for they do not
practice what they teach” (Matthew 23:3). But that was no joke,
and still isn’t. We must ask what he would say of us today. Have
we not elevated this practice of the scribes and Pharisees into a
ﬁrst principle of the Christian life? Is that not the effect, whether
intended or not, of making discipleship optional?
We are not speaking here of perfection, nor of earning God’s gift
of life. Our concern is only with the manner of entering into that
life. While none can merit salvation, or the fullness of life of which
it is the root and natural part, all must act if it is to be theirs. By
what actions of the heart, what desires and intentions, do we ﬁnd
access to life in Christ? Paul’s example instructs us. He could say, in
almost one breath, both “I am not perfect” (Philippians 3:12) and
“Do what I do” (Philippians 4:9). His shortcomings—whatever they
were—lay back of him, but he lived forward into the future through
his intention to attain to Christ. He was both intent upon being like
Christ (Philippians 3:10–14) and conﬁdent of upholding grace for
his intention. He could thus say to all, “Follow me. I’m found!” (“Be
imitators of me, as I am of Christ”—1 Corinthians 11:1).

Life’s Greatest Opportunity
Dr. Rufus Jones has reﬂected in a recent book upon how little impact the twentieth-century evangelical church has had on societal
problems. He attributes the deﬁciency to a corresponding lack of
concern for social justice on the part of conservatives. That, in
turn, is traced to reactions against liberal theology, deriving from
the fundamentalist/modernist controversy of past decades. These
are points we must take very seriously.
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Causal connections in society and history are hard to trace,
but I believe this is an inadequate diagnosis. After all, the lack of
concern for social justice, where that is evident, itself requires an
explanation. And the current position of the church in our world
may be better explained by what liberals and conservatives have
shared than by how they differ. For different reasons, and with different emphases, they have agreed that discipleship to Christ is optional to membership in the Christian church. Thus, the very type
of life that could change the course of human society—and upon
occasion has done so—is excluded or at least omitted from the essential message of the church.
Concerned to enter that radiant life we each must ask, “Am I
a disciple, or only a Christian by current standards?” Examination of our ultimate desires and intentions, reﬂected in the speciﬁc
responses and choices that make up our lives, can show whether
there are things we hold more important than being like him. If
there are, then we are not yet his disciples. Being unwilling to follow him, our claim of trusting him must ring hollow. We could
never credibly claim to trust a doctor, teacher, or auto mechanic
whose directions we would not follow.
For those who lead or minister, there are yet graver questions:
What authority or basis do I have to baptize people who have not
been brought to a clear decision to be a disciple of Christ? Dare
I tell people, as “believers” without discipleship, that they are at
peace with God and God with them? Where can I ﬁnd justiﬁcation
for such a message? Perhaps most important: Do I as a minister
have the faith to undertake the work of disciple-making? Is my
ﬁrst aim to make disciples? Or do I just run an operation?
Nothing less than life in the steps of Christ is adequate to the
human soul or the needs of our world. Any other offer fails to do
justice to the drama of human redemption, deprives the hearer of
life’s greatest opportunity, and abandons this present life to the
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evil powers of the age. The correct perspective is to see following Christ not only as the necessity it is, but as the fulﬁllment of
the highest human possibilities and as life on the highest plane. It
is to see, in Helmut Thielicke’s words, that “the Christian stands,
not under the dictatorship of a legalistic ‘You ought,’ but in the
magnetic ﬁeld of Christian freedom, under the empowering of the
‘You may.’”

